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Presentation of the Enspire EU project
and toolkit
What is ENSPIRE EU?
The development of a strong European entrepreneurial mindset is a key element to
sustainable and inclusive growth of the EU. As demographics change and the financial crisis
affects employment rates throughout the EU, entrepreneurs are needed to spark growth.
Since the signing of the Lisbon Agenda, support for entrepreneurship has improved
continuously through the development of initiatives that inspires Europeans to become selfemployed.
However,

in

2008

a

Eurobarometer Study found that the
desire among Europeans to become
self-employed was decreasing. This
represents a paradox between good
conditions for entrepreneurship in the EU, but a poor desire amongst Europeans to become
entrepreneurs. Whereas the 11 projects approved under the first call of INTERREG IVC
targeting 'Entrepreneurship and SMEs' all have focused on improving conditions for
entrepreneurship, ENSPIRE EU is a project that targets the demand side of entrepreneurship
by developing and promoting entrepreneurial inspiration in an effort to solve the paradox.
ENSPIRE EU aims to improve regional
and local policies that could help to change
people’s mindsets about entrepreneurship . It
will do this through evidence-based policy
recommendations, to improve awareness, to
encourage even further cooperation and
contribution between European regions to
future activities that encourage entrepreneurial inspiration,, to add new knowledge about
how Europeans perceive entrepreneurship, and how to use inspiriational activities to make
these perceptions even more positive.
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Why a toolkit?
To

achieve

the

project

aims,

ENSPIRE

EU has

researched

inspirational

entrepreneurship initiatives that promote an entrepreneurial mindset among people from
three specific communities: 1) Disadvantaged, 2) Disconnected, and 3) Discouraged. By
transferring the best practices within these initiatives between regions, the hope is that the
desire to become an entrepreneur will increase throughout these communities in all
European regions.
In order to transfer
the best practice initiatives,
the toolkit presents the best
initiatives

including

a

practical

guide

to

transferring

them,

taking

their individual strengths and
weaknesses into consideration. Thus the toolkit can be seen as an inspiration catalog giving
you an overview of the best practices from across Europe, as well as guiding you towards the
most transferable initative, presenting the necessary information for you to take action.
Some of the initiatives will be transferred in a series of pilots, to test the methodology. A
short description of these pilot actions will be presented before the main information where
this occurs.1.
By presenting the Enspire EU Toolkit it is our hope that you will find the needed
inspiration, the necessary information and the practical tools in order for you to successfully
implement the desired initiative and bring added value to your local region.

For more information about the Enspire EU, please contact:
Project Manager Allan Nordby Ottesen
Mail: ano@southdenmark.be
Tel: (+32) 2 234 68 50
Project website: www.enspire.eu
Join the Enspire EU network on
Linkedin and follow the project
On Twitter: @EnspireEu

1

The Enspire EU Toolkit will be updated after examining the results of the planned pilot actions and include
further practical information and lessons learned from the pilot activities.
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Planned Pilot Actions
The pilot actions are a practical and important instrument for Enspire EU members to
examine the actual transferability of the initatives seen as best practice. Thus the pilot
actions will give the project some vital information revealing to what extent a transfer of
good practices from one country to another will bring added value to the region involved.
Within this project, the following proposals for pilot actions from three selected regions are
going to take place at a later stage:

Lubuskie (Poland)
As there is a lack of educational initiatives in Lubuskie Region that are dealing with
developing entrepreneurial mindsets as part of every day education for young people. The
content of the initiatives visited in Halland (Sweden) and Vejle (Denmark) could be
transferred as new ideas to schools in Lubuskie. The pilot action will combine key elements
of Danish and Swedish initiatives, because they can be better adapted to Polish conditions.

Zlin (Czech Republic)
The initiative chosen was implemented by Novancia in Paris to enhance and deepen
the entrepreneurial mindset. It is a specially designed 24 hour long program to train and test
the entrepreneurial skills of those taking part, and to learn about business plan preparation
and company management. This initiative was chosen during a twinning visit of the Zlin
Region to Paris. It was chosen as the initiative which could best be transferred to the Zlin
Region.

Kranj (Slovenia)
The concept of an INNOVATION DAY for school children is underdeveloped in the
Gorenjska region in Slovenia. Taking advantage of the experience they got during their visit
in Denmark, Slovakian external experts will get to know in more detail how the INNOVATION
DAY initiative could be established in Slovenia. Furthermore, a second pilot action proposal
by officers from Kranj was dedicated to social entrepreneurship, based on the experience
gained by visiting the Hampshire School for Social Entrepreneurs in the UK. The expected
result will be an increasd interest in social entrepreneurship , leading to an increase in social
enterprise start-ups in the region of Kranj, Slovenia.
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The best practice template and what to
consider when transferring initiatives
In order to give an overview and to present the best practices initiatives in a way that
guides the reader in choosing the right and relevant initiatives, a template has been
developed for the presentation of the 15 best practices. The best practice template
therefore only presents the necessary and important information about the initiatives that
were selected as best practices throughout the project.
The template first presents the title of the initiative followed by a short description in
order give the reader an idea of what the initiative is all about. The next section contains a
SWOT analysis which is used for evaluating the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats when transferring the best practice. Below the SWOT analysis you will find a section
explaining the initiative evidence of success and the reasons why it was considered and
selected as best practice. Finally this is followed by a more detailed description of the
initiative and in the last section you will find the contact details for more information about
the initiatives.
All in all the best practice template gives inspiration, information and advice. It can be
difficult though to know exactly what to pay attention to when considering to transferring
an initiative. In the template the SWOT analysis therefore plays an important role in giving a
clear picture of opportunities and challenges that each of the 15 best practice initiatives is
facing. Thus after being “inspired“, the knowledge gained from the SWOT analysis can be
valuable to bear in mind in order to achieve the best conditions for a successful transfer of
the initiative.
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Presentation of the 15 best Practices
1. Entrepreneurship Foundation in Zary, Poland
Short description of the initiative
The „Entrepreneurship” Foundation offers complex support to the SMEs sector,
especially to people seeking for a job and willing to start up an economic activity. There are
4 coexisting components within Foundation`s structure: Center for Entrepreneurship
Support, Entrepreneurship Development Fund, Business Incubator and Communal
Information Centre. Specific objectives of the foundation are inspiring, supporting and
creating the business activities at the local level, implementing business initiatives,
increasing entrepreneurial awareness and stimulate entrepreneurship and acting against
unemployment.
The foundation financially supported, trained and advised almost 15 000 people
(including 1000 pupils and students), out of which 550 started up and developed economic
activity. The added value of the startups was the creation of 260 new jobs.
SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Inspire, support and create businesses.



Multi components structure of the
foundation ensures the complex and
effective support for various types of
potential customers.

WEAKNESSES


OPPORTUNITIES


Flexibility allowing the cooperation with various
institutions.

Area of activity and effectiveness only at local
level.

THREATS


Lack of long term plans and tools in the field
of dissemination of entrepreneurship
mindset neither in the area of activity nor in
the whole region.

Evidence of Success
The foundation ensures the complex support permitting that beneficiaries can set up a
company. New companies are more sustainable because support is not disposable and offered
activities allow overcoming starting process problems in a smoother way. It offers them:
 Training, coaching, workshops on different levels: waking up and raising awareness and
developing entrepreneurial mindset but also testing themselves in a safe environment (via
computer simulations, psychological tests).
 Advice on how to set up a company, following steps of legal and administrative issues.
 Entrepreneurship Development Fund that provides loans with the preferential conditions for the
unemployed people who would not receive a loan from commercial banks.
 Support for new SME’s via offering space/facilities in Business Incubator and technical assistance
for the preferential prices.
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Detailed description of the initiative
The „Entrepreneurship” Foundation (established in 1992) offers the complex support of SMEs
sector. There are three coexisting components within Foundation`s structure:
Center for Entrepreneurship Support
 Help in gaining essential knowledge needed to run own company through the different forms of
i.e. training for unemployed people „ABC of entrepreneurship”, as well as according to individual
needs of entrepreneurs and institutions,
 Provides services supporting the SMEs already existing on the market,
 Provides free informational and advisory services i.e. concerning administrative or legal aspects of
running the company, rules and terms of using the public aid programs and other external
financial sources.
Entrepreneurship Development Fund is a tool for financial support
 Loan Fund, which finance the development, but also a start of each (micro) enterprise with the
aim of job creation. It is targeted to unemployed people interested in setting up their own
enterprise and the entities, which creates new jobs. Loan Fund generates opportunities and
conditions to implement local business activities.
Business Incubator is a form of technical assistance
 Allows new companies to set up office spaces/ facilities in the area of the business incubator. The
production and commerce space is available for the preferential prices. Offer is available for all the
people wanting to start and develop their own company.
Such a structure ensures the complex support offered within one institution to potential customers.
Achievements of the Foundation:
 350 people began their own economic activity (startups), as a result of trainings.
 200 people started up and developed the economic activity the added value of which was the
creation of 260 new jobs as a result of financial support.
 3000 participants benefited from training sessions.
 5800 person benefited from individual advising.
 4500 person benefited from advices (entrepreneurship and job offers & seeking job) of The
Communal Information Centre (since 2005).
 19 people started running activity (trade and services micro–enterprises) in the Business
Incubator.
 900 pupils and 100 students participated in cycles of trainings, talks and lectures on
entrepreneurship.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Entrepreneurship Foundation in Zary, Poland
(Fundacja Przedsiębiorczośd, Żary, Polska)
Organisation
Entrepreneurship Foundation in Zary, Poland
(Fundacja Przedsiębiorczośd, Żary, Polska)
E-mail
fp@fundacja.zary.pl, bortnik@fundacja.zary.pl
Website
www.fundacja.zary.pl
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2. CORE – Enhanced correlation of the labor force with the
market requirements in South West Oltenia and the North
West regions of Romania
Short description of the initiative
CORE main task is enhancing the correlation of the labour force with the market requirements
in South West Oltenia and the North West regions of Romania by improving the unemployed and long
term unemployed people’s occupation capacity, through consultancy and assistance for the target
group in order to develop their interest and abilities for independent activities and supporting them in
starting up new businesses.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES



The activity of consultancy and assistance for
initiating independent activities has started
in May 2011 and those interested are also
going to benefit from professional training
courses in the following period.



Area of activity & effectiveness only at The
financial allocation for the whole project is of
approximately 3.500.000 de euro and after
the end of this program there will be no funds
identified yet to continue this initiative.



The unemployed are individually assisted
throughout the project by specialized staff
and assistance includes psychological
support where necessary, enhancing
motivation, guidance towards areas better
suited with their identified competencies.



3-4 days are not enough for entrepreneurial
development course, which will only be
attended by those unemployed people,
selected on the basis of their individual
charts, who clearly demonstrate management
inclinations and aptitudes.



Based on these individual observation charts,
the unemployed are allotted to classes,
according to their objectives and
competences.



Activities involving the unemployed and other
people in search of a job take place within the
North-West Occupation Centre, set up in ClujNapoca through the CORE project (it is only
one location and it might be not enough for
so many unemployed).

OPPORTUNITIES


Project makes an analysis of the needs of each
region, based on economic requirements of the
areas.



Provide consultancy and personalized
assistance for starting independent businesses.



Develop motivation, knowledge, abilities and
competencies.



Provide training in horizontal themes
(communication, leadership, work safety rules,
English language, PC operator) plus
Entrepreneurial courses addressed to the needs
identified within the preliminary study;
important for the diploma issued to be officially
recognized.



Elaborate a study at the end of the project,
making an inventory of the competences
correlated with the regional labor market needs
to be use in the future by the economic field.



For those who graduate these courses,
according to their objectives, mediation
services will be provided, in order to identify
financing opportunities for the start-up of their
businesses.

THREATS


The target group is quite large, consisting of a
minimum of 1638 people, respectively
unemployed from the South-West Oltenia
and North-West Regions.



At present time, some of the activities that
might lead to the initiating of business are in
progress.
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Evidence of Success
Attracting and maintaining as many people as possible on the labor market, in order to achieve
a high as possible occupation rate and reducing long term unemployment through preventive and
corrective actions and finally improving the unemployed and long term unemployed people’s
occupation capacity, through consultancy and assistance for the target group in order to develop their
interest and abilities for independent activities and supporting them in starting up new businesses.
The target group is composed of a minimum of 1638 people, respectively unemployed from the
South-West Oltenia and North-West Regions.
Until the end of the project a minimum of 5 people included in the target group will have to
open a private business. At the end of the project, a study is elaborate concerning an inventory of
competences correlated to the regional labor market needs to be use in the future by the economic
field.

Detailed description of the initiative
Main objective of this project is to improve the rate of occupation by turning unemployed and
long-term unemployed people into employees, self-employed or employers: by consultancy and
assistance in order to develop their interest and competences for mostly independent activities by
supporting them in starting up new businesses.
The activity of consultancy and assistance for initiating independent activities has started in
May 2011 and those interested are also going to benefit from professional training courses in the
following period. The unemployed are individually assisted throughout the project by specialized staff
and assistance includes psychological support where necessary, enhancing motivation, guidance
towards areas better suited with their identified competencies. Based on these individual observation
charts, the unemployed are allotted to classes, according to their objectives and competences.
Activities involving the unemployed and other people in search of a job take place within the NorthWest Occupation Centre, set up in Cluj-Napoca through the CORE project.
The Centre works based on procedures and instruments conceived after a working visit at the
transnational partner located in Italy, which owns several professional training centres and enjoys a
rich expertise in the field.
A study undertaken in the two target regions, concerning an inventory of competences
correlated to the local labor market needs turned out that the unemployed people in the North-West
require assistance in developing motivation and horizontal competences in order to enter the labor
market or to start up independent activities. In South-West Oltenia, which is less diverse in labor
market offer, the study revealed the necessity of specific professional training courses for a few
distinct occupations.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
ISPAS SILVIU TRAIAN
Organisation
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL TRAINING INSTITUTE
E-mail
IFES@IFES.RO
Website
www.centru-consiliere.ro
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3. PAEM (Enterprise Advisory for Women) –
“The women way to entrepreneurship”
Short description of the initiative
The programme gives legal and management personalized advisory to women entrepreneurs
on the business idea and start up process of the business. The experts are women with extended
knowledge and experience on the field of startup companies. It was launched in 2011 and covers all
Spain.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Nationwide programme.



Personalized assistance.



Organize group events that create
networking opportunities .



Women supporting women.



Extended use of IT tools .

WEAKNESSES


Need to focus more on women´s barriers to
become entrepreneurs.



The scope of the networking meetings are
mainly locally.



The most of the activities organized isolate
women entrepreneurs.



There is a need of more business
consolidation services and activities.

OPPORTUNITIES


Develop more working protocols,
methodologies and IT tools.



Organize networking meetings national and
European level.



Create more services and activities to target
business consolidation.

THREATS


Budget cuts



Put women entrepreneur´s needs on the
same pot that men entrepreneurs



Abuse of services on-line on decremental of
personal assistance.

Evidence of Success






Good network, long duration and potential to be self-sustaining if not financed by current sources.
Offers advice as well as actively raises entrepreneurship awareness among women.
It is based on a contract which is renewable every 2 years for 10 years.
It brings all the advice needed together into one group.
It has very good elements of transferability.

Results (2003-2010)
National level
 Women assisted: 96.000
 Enterprises created: 16.500
Province of Seville
 Women assisted: 6.500
 Enterprises created: 1.400

Detailed description of the initiative
The programme gives personalized legal and management advisory on a business idea
and the start up process of the business. The experts are women with extended knowledge and
experience on the field of startup companies, some of them are entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurs
value high the individual and personalized service.
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The PAEM is a great example of networking with other organizations that support
entrepreneurship and private businesses in order to offer their clients all the resource needed to start
their business. It includes seminaries, financing services and other events specifically for women.
The main objectives of the programme are
 To raise awareness of women towards self-employment and entrepreneurship.
 To become a tool of creation and consolidation of enterprises led by women.
 Beneficiaries: Women.
The key of success of the project has been to have female experts that clearly understand the
need of women. Also this initiative can be considered good practice because it has been able to make
different organizations to overcome the specific needs of women, in other words this initiative look
forward to collaborate rather than compete with other entrepreneur programmes.
Impact
 Overcome the barrier that stops women to start a business.
 Specific advisory from experts that understand women needs.
 There is a network of women entrepreneurs.
 More women are becoming entrepreneurs compared to the years previous to the PAEM.
Funding
 European Social Fund (ESF) and Spanish Ministry of Health, Social Policy and Equality. Secretary of
State of Equality.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Mamen Soria
Organisation
Chambers of Commerce of Spain
E-mail
msoria@vue.es
Website
www.e-empresarias.net
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4. Enterprise Programme – The Prince’s Trust
“Are you driven by a desire to make a difference?”
Short description of the initiative
The initiative is supporting unemployed young people aged 18-30 to help them work out if
their business ideas are viable and whether self-employment is right for them. They do this by
offering mentoring support and, for those that really need it, financial support, to start a business or
mentoring support to secure goals in employment, education or training.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Clear pathway/programme that could be run
anywhere, operating to minimum standards,
as this helps to determine how ‘client
expectations’ are delivered.



Demand is possibly even higher in other EU
regions.



The initiative examines if the client has the
mindset for Enterprise, and helps them
discover their personal attitudes to the skill
set required for running their own business.



The level and experience of the mentoring
support given is high.

WEAKNESSES


Backed by a member of the Royal Family, so
might not carry the same importance or
recognition if transferred.



Part of a national programme, not just
transferring a small local initiative.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



To help change young people's mindsets.





Not for everyone, young people need to make this
decision themselves.

To ensure young people are in charge of their
own decisions once given the knowledge.



Other organizations may be doing something
similar.

To help young people explore a business idea
in a safe and supported environment.



Does it fit culturally?



Evidence of Success









Progress of work in general: Number of beneficiaries: The Prince's Trust has helped over 650.000
disadvantaged young people since 1976. More than 70.000 since 1983 and 1712 in the last year
(of which 82 in Hampshire).
Around three in four young people taking part in this programme go on to education, training or
employment.
In the end usually 20% of the initial group gets their ideas funded. They can receive support for as
long as 3 years. More than 60% of the survive until the 3rd year of activity. 6,400 people are
currently volunteering as Business Mentors and 87% of young people felt that help from the
programme satisfied their goals.
The Prince’s Trust has published its first start-up guide «Make it Happen: The Prince’s Trust Guide
to Starting your own Business” after 36 years’ experience in supporting young people to start their
own business. This guide provides advice on everything from defining the business idea to writing
a business plan.
The examples provided by the Prince’s Trust can serve as a starting point in developing different
approaches for assisting this group usually being associated with a high rate of unemployment
and difficulties to commit a stable job.
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Detailed description of the initiative
The Prince's Trust was founded in 1976 by The Prince of Wales. The Trust targets –
unemployed young people, young people underachieving in education, young people leaving care and
young offenders and ex-offenders.The Prince’s Trust Enterprise Programme supports unemployed
young people aged 18-30 to work out if their business ideas are viable and whether selfemployment
is right for them.
The Enterprise Programme is for people who have a business idea they want help to explore,
are aged 18-30, are unemployed or working less than 16 hours a week and live in England, Wales, or
Northern Ireland The programme is free for participants and offers start-up services and finance to
help young people to start their own business like: assistance with putting together a business plan,
volunteer Business Mentor for 2 years, start-up support for 3 years, self-help kits, seminars, free
advice lines and other marketing support, test marketing grants up to £250 start-up grants of up to
£1,500 in special circumstances, start-up loans of up to £4,000 for a sole trader or up to £5,000 for a
partnership (average is between £2,000 and £3,000 but varies regionally), low 3% interest rate, loan
length between 1–3 years, monthly loan repayments by direct debit and ,advice on employment
options, business skills training, business planning support, start-up loan funding, ongoing support
from a volunteer business mentor access to specialist support, including free legal helpline supported
by DLA Piper, and, if individual starts a business, access to a wide range of free and discounted
products and services.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Princes Trust Enterprise Programme
Country: UK
Organisation
Responsible Operator: Nick GILES
Telephone: 01256 819922
E-mail
Responsible Operator: Nick GILES
Telephone: 01256 819922
Website
http://www.princestrust.
org.uk/need_help/enterprise_programme.aspx
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5. AntrES – Entrepreneurship and Equal Opportunity Interregional model for Entrepreneurial School for Women
Short description of the initiative
This initiative promotes equal opportunities for entrepreneurship by encouraging the
involvement of women especially from rural areas in starting and developing their own businesses.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Provides training, consultancy and assistance
for starting and developing independent
businesses.



Develops motivation, knowledge, abilities and
competencies.



Elaborates an inter-regional model of
entrepreneurial school replicable and adaptable
to other regions or specific areas.



Final year students from the Faculty of
Economics become trainers in
entrepreneurship training programs (one of the
target group becomes trainer => multiplication
effect).

WEAKNESSES


Focuses more on employment than
entrepreneurship.



at the rural level there were organized
Business Start-up courses, addressing only
the women who want to start a business
and nothing for women manager who has
already a business.

OPPORTUNITIES


develop the entrepreneurial and managerial skills
of the 3 target group women via trainings.



disseminating the importance of entrepreneurial
culture and opening alternatives for women.



promoting active life-long learning including the
use of e-learning methods and techniques.



promoting equal opportunities in employment
and self-employment especially in rural areas.

THREATS


Increase the occupation with only 72
newly created jobs.

Evidence of Success
Generate an inter-regional model of entrepreneurial school, replicable and adaptable to other
regions or specific areas, going beyond the target group. This initiative is ended and it was selected by
the European Commission as Best Practice!
As a result of the trainings 177 new businesses were started by the representatives of women
who want to start a business and female students in the final year ( target groups II and III), and 32
women managers started new businesses or added to their main activity other new activities.
All beneficiaries of the course have received certificates of participation showing the skills acquired
and final year students in economic fields have obtained a certificate of Trainer of professional skills
accredited by CNFPA (National Adult Professional Training Board).
72 of the final year students (target group III) were employed in the second part of the
project’s implementation, being the ones that held the courses in the rural area.

Detailed description of the initiative
The main objective of this European Social Fund project is to promote equal opportunities in
the entrepreneurship field by encouraging the involvement of women especially from rural areas
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from 2 NUTS II Romanian Regions in starting and developing own businesses by. This was done by:
 Setting up a network of women entrepreneurs. More women are becoming entrepreneurs
compared to the years previous to the PAEM.
 Providing training for women in business administration and promoting improvement in the
entrepreneurial spirit within the SMEs, having women as managers or directors.
 Providing training to acquire skills in initiating a business.
 Providing training for the creation and promotion of entrepreneurial culture, in order to improve
the level of knowledge about starting, organizing and running a successful business.
 Promoting and encouraging the entrepreneurial spirit among women, in order for them to
become active entrepreneurs.
 Promoting active life-long learning, including the use of e-learning methods and techniques.
 Promoting competitive spirit by organizing competitions and awarding the best business plans.
 Generating an inter-regional model of entrepreneurial school, replicable and adaptable to other
regions or specific areas.
 Disseminating good practices in entrepreneurship for sustainable development of communities in
the counties situated along the western border of Romania.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Anca Otilia DODESCU
Organisation
ORADEA UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF ECONOMICS
E-mail
adodescu@uoradea.ro
Website
www.antres.ro
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6. Groupements of Createurs (Entrepreneurs Team)
Short description of the initiative
The initiative is focusing in building awareness among unqualified and disadvantaged people
about developing their own small business as an alternative to finding a job. It encourages
disadvantaged people to trust their ability to come up with good ideas and carry out their own
projects In addition, it is fostering beneficiaries’ self-esteem, self-confidence and autonomy of action
as well as providing beneficiaries with the opportunity to have access to an academic program in
business management.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES



Organization of the project 3 phases and
deadline with the objectives to access the next
step.



Other initiatives, Paris is a wild area and
many initiatives are spread around the
region.



Training, coaching, mentoring.



Long duration.



Initiative focused on targeting the 3 D’s
(Disadvantaged, Disconnected, and
Discouraged).



A degree can be obtained (recognize as a
university degree)



Financial support during the incubation
program.

OPPORTUNITIES


Networking with people from the same
background and professional



Get higher degree of education

THREATS


Risk of demotivation due to the long duration
of the initiative

c
Evidence of Success






The initiative has an excellent integrated approach and addresses both pillars: motivation to start
a business, combined with counseling sessions, training delivered by experts, study visits, mentors,
direct and e-networking.
It is inspiring and supports entrepreneurial ideas, combined with assistance from specific
counselors within individual and collective meetings.
The system “creates” entrepreneurs, which afterwards are trained and counseled.
The "groupments" are receiving direct financial assistance in order to provide the business
“createurs” all the necessary support to start up a business.

Detailed description of the initiative
The initiative concerns young people in poor urban areas who have dropped out of school and
who have a low level of qualifications. The main stakeholders involved are: The Ile-de-France Region
(financial partner), Univeristy Paris XIII Saint-Denis (pedagogical partner), job center for young people
(Mission Locale) as an operator, entrepreneurial coaching and advisory structure (Boutique de
Gestion) and government and local organizations (financial partners).
The Groupement of Createurs program is organized in two phases, that are conducted by one
counselor who works in partnership with other organizations :
1. The Emergence Phase: this phase lasts between 2 and 8 months, depending on the beneficiary’s
needs. This phase aims at helping the beneficiaries to confirm their desire of carrying out their
project.
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2. The Training Phase: for the people who confirm a desire of achieving their project after the
Emergence Phase, they can participate in the second phase, the Training phase, which takes place
within a University.
3. This 6 months program leads to a technical degree in entrepreneurship called the DUCA (Diplôme
d’Université de Création Activité – University Degree in Entrepreneurship).
During the entire program, the main role of the Groupement of Createurs counselor is to pass
on a method of project management that will be used by the beneficiaries for any project they will
have to conduct. The counselor doesn’t interfere in the technical dimensions of the project, the
technical expertise being provided by other organizations that are specialized in entrepreneurial
consulting.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
DIDIER Dugast
Organisation
ASSOCIATION NATIONALE DES GROUPEMENTS DE CREATEURS
E-mail
DIDIER.DUGAST@groupement-de-createurs.fr
Website
http://www.angc.fr/
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7. Regional School of Business Projects
Short description of the initiative
RSBP is a place where people are helped on testing their projects and sharing ideas about them
with people that have the same objective as them. It covers all three beneficiary groups:
Disadvantaged, Disconnected and Discouraged. There is a massive prescription involving local relays
(local communities helping people to find job or open their own business or organization.
There is a selection of the best business projects in terms of the employment creation potential
while a 1 year duration training program is provided including logistical support, coaching, network,
and for the most disadvantaged people (living in urban poor areas), a financial support (grant of 700
euro per month).

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


1 year duration (post incubation, incubation).



Incubation training.



Coaching.



Financial support (approx. 700€ per month
during 12 month).



Learning by doing approach.

WEAKNESSES


Duration: long term initiative, risk of
stopping the initiative due to a needed
long term vision.



Visibility : It is hard to communicate with
those publics which are not aware of this
kind of initiatives .

OPPORTUNITIES


Network.



Exchange with other participants.

THREATS


Expensive Costs : A one year incubation
training leads to a certain number of costs
(building, coach, material).



Financial support.

Evidence of Success








It is a very well structured programme of developing and putting business ideas into practice.
It has a prior collection and selection of business ideas, followed by 1 year training, coaching and
networking plus direct financial support granted to the best beneficiaries.
The initiative has an excellent integrated approach and addresses both pillars: motivation to start
a business, combined with counseling sessions, training delivered by experts, study visits, mentors,
direct and e-networking.
It is inspiring and supports entrepreneurial ideas, combined with assistance from specific
counselors within individual and collective meetings.
The system “creates” entrepreneurs, which afterwards are trained and counseled
The "groupments" are receiving direct financial assistance in order to provide the business
“createurs” all the necessary support to start up a business.

Detailed description of the initiative
This initiative concerns 2 target populations: people who live in urban poor areas and/or will
set up their business in these areas. The main stakeholders involved are: The Ile-de-France Region
(financial partner and commissioner), Business School or training Center (pedagogical partner) and
government and local organizations (financial partners).
Few actions are led
 A huge plan of communication is done to collect business projects from urban poor areas.
 Massive prescription involving local relays (local communities helping people to find job or open
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their own business or organization).
Selection of the best business projects in terms of the employment creation potential.
A training program is provided, during 1 year including logistical support, coaching, network, and
for the most disadvantaged people (living in urban poor areas), a financial support is granted (700
€ per month).

The initiative can be considered successful as 60 people participate each year and they are
divided among the 3 pedagogical centers. The overall objective is to enable 80% of the participants to
create a business during the incubation period or after the course. The Ile-de-France Region as
commissioner will evaluate the results and the impacts of the programme.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Jamila JAAIDANE
Organisation
CONSEIL REGIONAL D'ILE DE FRANCE
E-mail
JAMILA.JAAIDANE@iledefrance.fr
Website
http://www.novancia.fr/-L-Ecole-regionale-des-projets-.html
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8. Entrepreneurial Course (Educational office/workshop, Party
service, Catering, Operating school buffet)
Short description of the initiative
At the secondary school level the vocational training is fulfilled through the combination of
three different fields: theoretical education, practical education in groups of students and traineeship
at different workplaces. The school is focusing on the trade, catering and tourism fields.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Organ easy to transfer for schools with same or
similar profile.



No need for large-scale investment to adapt the
model.



The GP combines the theoretical knowledge
and practice.



Extra income for the school for example for
further improvements.

WEAKNESSES


Only transferable to vocational schools.



Frequent trainings are required for some of
the teachers too participating in the GP.



The mindset and the decision of the school
management is definitive.

OPPORTUNITIES


Possible to extend the method to other fields
(like fine art, crafts vocational school).



Better position among other vocational schools.

THREATS


The quality of the services, products can be
various and therefore continuous
supervision is necessary.

Evidence of Success



The good practice is easily adaptable to other schools focusing on the same fields of teaching as
there is no need for special investment to start to implement the method.
The students get a complex knowledge of their profession with the theoretical lessons and
practical experiences which also combined with the entrepreneurship and useful, up-to-date
information.

Detailed description of the initiative
The duration of the initiative is 72 hours (average) within 2 or 3 semester and the initiative was
launched in 2007.
The background of the initiative was that within the frame of practical education the students
produce several goods, food and confectionery, etc. These products used to be tasted and consumed
by the students and the rest was thrown away. However, the school found it a wrong method. They
started to change this practice and bring the students closer to the theoretical and practical
education: the already existing knowledge was connected with entrepreneurship and marketing. The
several products made by the students have being appeared as goods for sale in the school buffet and
the educational restaurant. Due to this marketing the revenues could be put back into the production
and develop the practical possibilities.
Generally it can be said that economic actors do not let the students actively participate in the
workflow when they are on traineeship. Therefore the school helps the students to meet specific life
situations where they can work independently with responsibility. Examples: the school undertakes
every event and professional opportunities where their students can practice (e.g. catering at
ceremonies on county or city level, organizing banquets, weddings, conferences, balls, class reunions).
There is also a special subject called ‘educational office’ of that frame the students can
simulate the most important elements of an enterprise. Furthermore the students can participate at
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virtual entrepreneurial competitions on national level.
The activities of this school can be characterized as a unique one comparing with the other
schools. They found the gap in the market that means they undertake such activities that big
companies or entrepreneurs are not interested in.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Ms. Eszter Ruga
Organisation
Central Transdanubian Regional Development Agency
E-mail
eszter.ruga@kdrfu.hu
Website
www.kdrfu.hu
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9. Hampshire School for Social Entrepreneurs
Short description of the initiative
The initiative was launched in 2009 and geographically covers the area of Hampshire in the UK.
The Hampshire School for Social Entrepreneurs programme brings together people who want to make
a difference – to learn with and from each other. It is practical rather than academic and requires no
qualifications – only a good idea and the drive and commitment to make it happen.
The Hampshire School for Social Entrepreneurs is provided by Community Action Hampshire
under license from the School for Social Entrepreneurs. It is supported in many ways, including
funding from Hampshire County Council. A total of 33 students have so far benefited from the
initiative (18 in the first year and 15 in the second year).

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES



Part of a national and international programme:
the School for Social Entrepreneurs (www.thesse.org).



An understanding/culture of Social
Enterprise needed in the country/region
doing the transfer.



Locations already in Australia & Canada, as well
as a network of 8 across UK so
approach/methodology/product already
transferred.



Needs demand from students.



Needs investment (grant funding for
startup) and/or needs to sell product(s) to
develop an income.



Low brand awareness outside of current
locations – may take some lead in time to
develop and bring local partners on board.



Strong methodology in place: Social Franchise.
Application pack available www.the-sse.org



Designated network team to provide start up
support to new schools (franchisees).



Tried and rested action learning methodology
(recognized as best practice in the UK).



Strong ICT links across global network for
knowledge share – global website, extranet for
fellows and students, intranet accessible by all
schools.

OPPORTUNITIES

L

THREATS



To be part of a global network and access
knowledge & expertise.



Is the concept too
radical/confusing/socially focused?



To be supported through a franchise model.



Investors need to be clear returns are
social not financial.



To change mindsets "Make a profit and achieve
social outcomes".



Funding could be taken away/changed.



Competition from other established adult
education providers (brand of SSE not
currently well known in other EU states).



To create new community of social entrepreneurs
and achieve social impact.



To build relationships between corporate world
and social economy (sponsorship, bursaries,
mentors).
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Evidence of Success




Has an excellent integrated approach and addresses to both pillars: motivation to start a business,
combined with witness sessions, training delivered by experts, study visits, mentors, direct and enetworking.
The programme includes all three D groups but it is not exclusively targeted to any of them.
However, significant effort is made to encourage long term unemployed and ex-offenders into the
programme.

Detailed description of the initiative
The programme uses a variety of different support interventions and learning methodologies
on its programme, to provide the tailored personal development and organisational support that
social entrepreneurs need.
Action Learning Sets
With a trained facilitator, students work in a small group throughout the year to find useful and
impactful ways of overcoming the stumbling blocks, dilemmas and other issues that may arise in any
project.
Witness Sessions
Throughout the year, students have the opportunity to listen, learn, question and network with social
entrepreneurs, real practitioners who come to share their experience and offer expertise and advice.
Expert Sessions
Covering areas such as legal structures, financial management, business planning, securing funding,
marketing, partnering and other essential skills.
Show-How’ Project Visits
Over the year students have the chance to investigate a range of established projects first-hand with
visits to organisations who have made the journey and who are prepared to share their experiences.
Mentors
Mentors are an optional element of the programme, used to provide additional guidance and
strategic help. The relationship with a mentor is confidential and often lasts beyond the programme.
Other support
Throughout the year, the programme team is on hand to offer advice and guidance, coaching,
information, support and contacts.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
CONROY WILLIAMS
Organisation
HAMPSHIRE SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS
E-mail
CONROY.WILLIAMS@action.hants.org.uk
Website
http://www.hsse.org.uk
http://www.sse.org.uk/school.php?schoolid=10
http://vimeo.com/channels/282542
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10. Growth - “Educating teachers on how to teach
entrepreneurship”
s

Short description of the initiative
The initiative was launched in 2008 and geographically covers the 13 municipalities in the
Gothenburg region in Sweden. All the 13 municipalities were involved in the initiative together with
33 school organizations in secondary upper school or adult education.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Targeted a wide range of key operators in the
educational system such as school leaders,
teachers and guidance counselors who in their
turn. All are important in affecting young
people as future entrepreneurs regardless to
country.



Wide range – The initiative targeted as much as
13 municipalities for a full and wide effect.

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES


Since the initiative affects children in their
formative years this might also means that less
people fall into the 3D-groups in the first place.

THREATS


Educational systems between countries
might be very different so the initiative
might not be directly transferable.



Sweden has support on national level for
developing entrepreneurship at school
level which paves the way for regional and
local initiatives and enhances their chances
of success. This is not always the case in
other countries where initiatives like this
might have a harder time being breaking
through the system.

Evidence of Success









Long term investment, having a strategic element of creation of a template of a strategic plan for
entrepreneurial learning.
Encouragement and support for development of interest in entrepreneurship.
Creation of entrepreneurial climate and support of discouraged and disadvantaged people
towards the startup of their own business.
Creation of entrepreneurial climate and support of discouraged and disadvantaged people
towards the startup of their own business.
Turning successful ideas for spreading an entrepreneurial spirit into policy.
Creation of ripple effect where more than 2000 direct beneficiaries will gain from the initiative.
Clear focus on spreading an entrepreneurial spirit and creating positive attitudes towards
entrepreneurship.
Raising awareness about the importance of an entrepreneurial spirit, promotion of this way of
thinking giving to thousands of pupils the tools for developing their business idea

Detailed description of the initiative
The project is perceived to have acted as an important source of knowledge and inspiration of
many of the participating school leaders, teachers and guidance counselors. Target audience selfassessment indicates an expansion of the segment who believes that entrepreneurial learning is
positive or very positive for the organization by 25% points. As a result of the Growth Project is a
template for a strategic plan for entrepreneurial learning developed for the participating schools. This
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template is meant to be a guide to how the school wants to work for Growth with the entrepreneurial
issues
The initiative’s main objective was reaching school development through teachers training in
the topic of entrepreneurial learning and the initial aim was having 2000 participants.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
PER AHRENBERG
Organisation
GÖTEBORGSREGIONENS KOMMUNALFÖRBUND
E-mail
PER.AHRENBERG@GRKOM.SE
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11. Ethnic Coach for Ethnic Entrepreneurs
Short description of the initiative
The focus of the initiative is on ethnic coaching and guidance for ethnic entrepreneurs. It was
launched in 2005 and geographically covers the Municipality of Vejle; however similar initiatives occur
in other Municipalities in Denmark. The initiative is ongoing at the moment and it has about 230
beneficiaries so far.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


The coach is a part of the ethnic minority.



It is very much understandable.



Knows Muslims/ethnic culture and the
language.

WEAKNESSES


There is no budget for helping the
new/small companies.



The market situation – for example the
financial crisis and supply and demand.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



To develop the company.



The ethnic coach stops.



To network with other companies in the
same situation.





To get professional advance free of charge.

The financial crisis and the market situation
The political change – local, regional and
national – they don’t want to focus so
much on entrepreneurship for the ethnic
minorities. Could happen after an election.

Evidence of Success
 The specific understanding of this community and the mindset leads entrepreneurship into the
social context.
 The focus on the target group, good networking and creation and raise of awareness.

Detailed description of the initiative
The main objective of the initiative is to guide and advise ethnic entrepreneurs to make sure
that they start off well, and create sustainable businesses in the local area of Vejle. The task for the
ethnic consultant for ethnic entrepreneurs is first and foremost about meeting ethnic minorities at
their own turf - through an ethnic coach. When you move from one country to another, of course
there are legal and institutional differences that you may not know about – differences which become
important when you want to start a business. But also the cultural differences are important to
consider. In this programme’s perspective, ethnic entrepreneurs are the Muslim minorities but of
course similar programs could be developed for other ethnic groups.
The crucial issue is that the consultant and the entrepreneur have the same cultural
background. The first job of an ethnic advisor is outreach. Potential entrepreneurs in ethnic societies
may not know about their opportunities for service and counseling, and it is important to go out and
find them, through local organizations, networks etc. One of the major issues with ethnic
entrepreneurs in the case of Denmark and Vejle is that they tend to start up their business without a
business plan and they use their friends and families as advisors. One of the objectives of the initiative
is to move the advisor-role away from the family to a professional advisor who focuses on the
business plan, including the idea, the market, the competences and the financial issues. All aspects
which the Danish advisors work with as well, but with a specific focus on the ethnic entrepreneur’s
individual circumstances (language, culture, experience/education etc.).
The business plan is sort of the “compass” in the program – it leads you in the right direction,
no matter your ethnicity. The initiative also includes marketing courses or more specific courses such
as in signage. The courses are created from local needs of the entrepreneurs. Finally, the initiative
provides ethnic entrepreneurs with the opportunity of getting a mentor from the local business
environment.
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Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Muhsin Türkyilmaz
Organisation
Vejle Business Development Agency
E-mail
muhtu@vejle.dk
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12. Life Blood and Bottom Line
Short description of the initiative
The initiative was launched in 2009 and geographically covers the Region of Southern
Denmark. The initiative is too recent to know about number of beneficiaries but offer for participation
has been sent to more than 200 enterprises from which 74 have accepted the offer. The initiative
involved the participation of House of Business Development, Aabenraa Licensee and project
management - LedelsesEliten, Rødding - Force Technology, Vejen - Væksthus Southern Denmark Local business service actors and associations: Billlund Business Promotion, Business Kolding, Ærø
tourist and business, InnovationCenter Haderslev, Esbjerg Business Development, Faaborg Midtfyn
Business Advice and Vejle Business Development.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Focus on woman entrepreneurs.



Good networking.



Learning about personal development, selfconfidence and business development.

WEAKNESSES


Depends on market situation – supply
and demand.



The micro entrepreneurs are mostly part
time business.

OPPORTUNITIES


To work together with other groups of
entrepreneurs.



To make partnerships for collaboration concerning
development of the company.

THREATS


The financial crisis and market situation.



Micro entrepreneurs are more vulnerable,
for example in terms of illness and less
demand.



Change of legislation.

Evidence of Success





Focus on disadvantaged women in rural areas.
Good awareness.
Raising and creating of network.
Good elements for transferability.

Detailed description of the initiative
The main objectives of the initiatives are the following:

Get micro enterprises in rural districts into a stable direction of growth.

Increase turnover, income, activity and work placements in rural districts.

Inspiration to raise ambition levels and innovative force.

Development of a flexible and effective course of development for female owners/key employee
in micro enterprises in rural districts.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Lisbeth Strange Jensen
Organisation
Industries to the House of Aabenraa
E-mail
lsj@ehaa.dk
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Website
http://www.ehaa.dk/projekter/hjerteblod-bundlinje.html
www.hjerteblodogbundlinje.dk
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Hjerteblod-Bundlinje/312401908468
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13. InnoCamp
Short description of the initiative
The initiative was launched in 2010 and repeated in 2011 and geographically covers the
Municipality of Fredericia. The initiative is too soon to say something specific about the effect but
about 350 pupils participated in 2010 and 500 students and 30 teachers in 2011. 8 local enterprises
are also involved in the initiative. The evaluation shows overall a great enthusiasm with a
considerable consensus that the pupils had learned something new and were inspired to work further
with innovation.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Inspiration and ”eye opener” for
entrepreneurship.



Group work and different ages together.



Building bridges between schools and
companies.



God ideas are flushing up.



Teambuilding.



Possibilities for young entrepreneurs.

WEAKNESSES


The involvement of both companies,
teachers and policy makers from the
municipality.



Only few weeks a year.



Not all schools are involved.



Teachers knowledge about
entrepreneurship.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



Transferable to most schools.



non or less budget.



The possibility for pupils to create ideas .



no interest from the school system.



Collaboration with other schools.





political change and no focus on
entrepreneurship in the “school area”.

Finding new entrepreneurs.

Evidence of Success





Inspires young pupils to become future entrepreneurs.
Trains the teachers and the businessmen involved, making them dedicated to the activities.
Combines two age groups of pupils, enhancing collaboration, responsibility and dynamic
participation.
It is competition based, which gives the young pupils the taste or risk, adventure, quality and
collaboration.

Detailed description of the initiative
InnoCamp is an initiative where pupils are faced with a challenge from a local company, a
challenge which they have 3 days to work on. InnoCamp starts with the pupils being divided into a
number of teams consisting of pupils from both primary school and secondary school. This may help
to bridge the gap between primary school and secondary education, while sharing experience and
different skills can set the ground for new thought patterns and exciting suggestions for solutions.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Thomas Rose
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Organisation
School Department, Municipality of Fredericia, Denmark
E-mail
Thomas.rose@fredericia.dk
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14. Assistance Centre to support female entrepreneurship
Short description of the initiative
The Assistance Centre is targeted on support of the female entrepreneurship. It focuses on
the systematic help in the business start-up phase and during the first three years of
entrepreneurship. The Centre‘s main characteristics are the individual approach, the continuous
contact with clients and taking the specific needs of female entrepreneurs into account. It Is managed
by the Zlín Chamber of Commerce and Industry. It started in 2006 as an initiative under the EQUAL
program. Afterwards, it was financed by the Zlin Regional Authority for almost a year and now it is
financed as a project under the ESF.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS


Support of the Regional Authority.



Unique initiative in the Zlin Region, the only
focused on women in entrepreneurial aspect.



Run by the Chamber of Commerce.



Inspired by foreign good practices.



Twice financially supported by the EU/ESF
and once by the Zlin Region.

WEAKNESSES


The involvement of both companies,
teachers and policy makers from the
municipality.



Only few weeks a year.



Not all schools are involved.



Teachers knowledge about
entrepreneurship.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



Big potential of the target group.



Luck of financial sources in the future.



Business soft-skills trainings.



Competition of other assistance centre for
start-ups.

Evidence of Success





Longest operating initiative to support entrepreneurship of one of the 3Ds in the Zlin Region.
Good facts and figures concerning the results (supported women, established companies).
Combining assistance, tutoring, training and face-to-face consultation and consultation with
professionals.
Services are accompanied by the assistance such as baby-sitting etc.

Facts and figures
1288 = Number of consultations (31.8.2011).
102 = Those who have started a company (31.8.2011).
500 = Number of women who visited seminars (31.8.2011).
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Raising awareness and knowledge.
Specialized consultations provided.
Support to start and run business.
Reducing the unemployment of women in the Zlin Region.
Lowering the risks in female entrepreneurship.
Improving women’s skills in the field of entrepreneurship and company management.

Detailed description of the initiative
Target groups
 Women would-be entrepreneurs.
 Women-entrepreneurs (first three years).
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Unemployed women.
Women on maternity leave.
Middle-aged women.
High-school and university graduates.
Disabled women.

Project objectives
 Establish/broaden local partnerships.
 Improve the service capacities of the Chamber network.
 Creating a more women-friendly business environment.
Project priorities
 Women on Chamber boards.
 Linking local actors.
 Access to finance .

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Romana Keglerová
Organisation
Chambre of Commerce and Industry in Zlin
E-mail
romana.keglerova@ohkzlin.cz
Website
http://www.ohkzlin.cz/asistencnicentrum
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15. Low Cost e-learning for start-up with personal approach
and social environment
Short description of the initiative
Low cost e-learning program is a new initiative of Assistance Centre for Start-ups in Zlin. The
initiative was launched in 2011, started to be spread and promoted in 2012 when also the “social
environment” started to operate.
The initiative provides – test of the business skills, complete e-learning program on how to start and
run business, assistance, on-line consultation with professionals etc. A great advantage of the
initiative is its affordability and accessibility.

SWOT analysis

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES



Low cost.



Low marketing.



Spread through internet.





Not used systematically (e.g. et schools
etc).

National-wide.



Based on professional experience.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS



Big potential of the target group.



Competition of other learning tools.



Potential in possible collaboration with schools,
colleges and universities – to spread the initiative
among the students.



Disinterest of target group.



Stagnation of “social environment”.

Evidence of Success
Too recent. It gained a title of “wild cat” from ENSPIRE EU Advisory board as potentional best
practice. E-learning was chosen for its innovative approach to the education process for start-ups.
Until the time when it was created nobody believed that education for start-ups is possible without
face to face teaching and training. There are three advantages of this tool:
The complexity
E-learning offers not only the study part of common subjects as marketing, law, management,
accounting etc. It offers a part of motivation and self evaluation of personal skills for running business
with detailed recommendation for each participant (suitable for discouraged people). Next to this it
offers a tool for a creation of financial plan that is linked to the study part and is simplified so that it
can be used without any special detailed knowledge of economy. There are also some tools for
progress evaluation of the students involved in the e-learning program.
Community advantages
All three main parts of the system can (but need not to) be accompanied by mentor and
discussion among students. A big community of students and teachers arises. It can offer more than
just the common class community. The people are supported there by experienced people and by
themselves due to the sharing of the needs, troubles and information concerning the start-up. The
community is supposed to create the content in the future.
The affordability
Face to face courses are expensive and certain groups of the population, such as unemployed
people, can usually afford it only in case when it is paid by Labor office. E-learning is very low-cost and
so it is affordable for everyone (young, old, disadvantage, disconnected, etc.). It is affordable not only
because of the price but because of the possibility to study anytime (women etc.) and anywhere
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(rural areas etc.). The system is easy to locate for any country so that it is very easily to transfer this
initiative.

Detailed description of the initiative
The operator has a lot of experience with full-time courses and consultancy for unemployed
people who want to start their own business. The weakness is that full-time courses are expensive
and not reachable for not registered people or people who are not allowed to take part in these
courses.
The operator decided to create full-time course into e-learning course. The main problems were:
 How to replace interactive approach typical for full –time courses.
 How to consult the preparation of the business plan.
 How to replace classroom atmosphere.
The objectives were achieved by:
 Motivation questionnaire with automatic evaluation.
 Study part with evaluation quiz.
 Very detailed and instructive business plan part with easy finalization.
 Possibility to involve personal consultants.
 Creation of the social environment for participants.

Contact details to obtain further information on the initiative
Name
Jiří Kučera
Organisation
Assistence Centre for Start-ups
E-mail
KUCERA@JVMRPIC.CZ
Website
http://www.ipodnikatel.cz/
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Entrepreneurship Foundation in Zary, Poland

Entrepreneurial Course

Ethnic Coach for Ethnic Entrepreneurs

Groupements of Createurs

Hampshire School for Social Entrepreneurs

Zary, Poland

PAEM (Enterprise Advisory for Women)

Regionaj School of Buisness Projects

lnnoCamp
Life Blood and Bottom Line

